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Agenda
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1. Introduction to pruning 

2. Pruning for applied research 

3. Pruning for fundamental research 

Michela Paganini
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Introduction to Pruning
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Network capacity and over-parametrization

Canziani et al., 2016

Models continue to grow

Michela Paganini



Pruning Large Models

Michela Paganini

References: 

Train Large, Then Compress: Rethinking Model Size 
for Efficient Training and Inference of Transformers 

Are Sixteen Heads Really Better than One? 
 
Reducing Transformer Depth on Demand with 
Structured Dropout

• "Model optimization" is extremely common in practice 

• Best to start out with very large models and prune 

• In transformers, can prune away many of the heads 
(structured pruning) or many parameters globally 
(unstructured pruning) or even entire layers with 
minimal performance penalty 

• Can combine pruning and quantization for best results

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.11794
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.11794
https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.10650
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.11556
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.11556
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.11794
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.11794
https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.10650
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.11556
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.11556


Relevance to HEP 
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Introduction to Pruning

Facebook company

- Trigger and real-time applications 
- Low latency, high throughput, low power 
- Custom hardware deployment 
- Hardware-software co-design 
- Memory savings 

See Monday's hls4ml tutorial!

Michela Paganini
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Model compression

Efficient model design

Hand-design or automated 
design (AutoML)

Distillation Quantization PruningTensor Decomposition

Facebook company Michela Paganini
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Pruning

Facebook company

"removing superfluous structure"

how to identify?

what kind of structure?

Michela Paganini
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Tree Pruning
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Neural Network Pruning
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The state of pruning

Can be executed before, during, and after training  

Pruning methods differ across many dimensions: 

‣ based on weight magnitude, activations, gradients, 
Hessian, interpretability measures, credit assignment, 
random, etc. 

‣ Layer-wise vs global, unstructured vs structured, etc. 

‣ Rule-based, bayesian, differentiable, soft approaches, 
etc. 

‣ One-shot vs iterative pruning 

‣ Followed by: finetuning, reinitialization, rewinding

Pruning should remove unnecessary redundancy and unused capacity

14Facebook company Michela Paganini
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Initialize Train
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Initialize Train Prune
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"finetuning"

Initialize Train Prune

Michela Paganini
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"rewinding"

Initialize Train Prune

Michela Paganini
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Initialize Prune Train
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Structured vs unstructured pruning
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Structured: remove entire channels

w ∈ ℝcout × cin × ks0 × ks1

parameters in a convolutional layer

Facebook company Michela Paganini



Structured vs unstructured pruning

20

Structured: remove entire channels Unstructured: remove individual connections

w ∈ ℝcout × cin × ks0 × ks1

parameters in a convolutional layer

Facebook company Michela Paganini



Pruning criteria
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Pruning

wi ∈ ℝd1×...×dN w̃f = wf ⊙ 𝕀f(wi,wf,...) >𝒯

Zhou et al., 2019
Facebook company Michela Paganini
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Pruning for applied 
research
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Relevance to the outside world
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Pruning for applied research
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• Faster inference and/or training (depending on 
compression method and hardware type) 

• Reduction in storage requirements 

• In-memory computation 

• Private on-device computation (mobile, AR/VR, 
IoT) 

• Power savings 

• Reduced heat dissipation in wearable devices 

• Address some environmental concerns 

• Lower barrier to entry in the field 

• Way to test neuron importance assumptions 

• ...

Advantages

Pruning for applied research

Michela Paganini
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• Fewer or no pre-trained versions available 

• Poor quantification of impact of compression 
beyond overall accuracy (see fairness, bias, 
safety, robustness, etc.) 

• Potentially no speed-up gains without custom 
hardware 

• Hard to select compression method without 
exact knowledge of target hardware 
architecture 

• Task dependence 

• ...

• Faster inference and/or training (depending on 
compression method and hardware type) 

• Reduction in storage requirements 

• In-memory computation 

• Private on-device computation (mobile, AR/VR, 
IoT) 

• Power savings 

• Reduced heat dissipation in wearable devices 

• Address some environmental concerns 

• Lower barrier to entry in the field 

• Way to test neuron importance assumptions 

• ...

DisadvantagesAdvantages

Pruning for applied research
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Delivering on Inference-time 
and Training-time Speed Ups

Pruning for applied research

- Hard to exploit unstructured sparsity 
- Best results for sparsity + quantization 
- Active field of research!

Michela Paganini
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PyTorch Pruning

torch.nn.utils.prune 

Streamlining Tensor and Network Pruning in PyTorch, Paganini and Forde, arXiv:2004.13770

Michela Paganini

https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.13770
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.13770


New pruning technique? 

Just subclass BasePruningMethod and 
implement compute_mask!
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torch.nn.utils.prune

Mark Zuckerberg 
President and CEO, Facebook

Different tensor pruning techniques enabled 
under a unified framework

Facebook company Michela Paganini

https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#CustomFromMask
https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#PruningContainer
https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#Identity
https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#RandomUnstructured
https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#L1Unstructured
https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#RandomStructured
https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#LnStructured
https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#BasePruningMethod
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torch.nn.utils.prune
Fetches the mask and the original, unpruned tensor to compute the pruned tensor 

during the forward pass → op is accounted for in the backward pass, too 

Michela Paganini

https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#BasePruningMethod


PruningContainer

SomePruningMethod() AnotherPruningMethod()

PruningContainer()

[

masks[0]

compute_mask(t)

masks[1]

compute_mask(t[slice])

{cumulative_mask} {cumulative_mask}

]FinalPruningMethod()

masks[2]

compute_mask(t[slice][slice])

, ,

{cumulative_mask}
Michela Paganini
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torch.nn.utils.prune
implements the logic that defines which portions of the tensors will be zeroed out 

while accounting for previously pruned entries

tensor "remove lowest 
magnitude 

weights"

mask

input output

(through a prune.PruningContainer) it handles the case in which the tensor had 
previously been pruned by computing the valid entries in the tensor that can still 

be pruned and then applying the new pruning technique exclusively on those 
entries

tensor

previous mask

input

"remove lowest 
magnitude 
remaining 
weights"

defines the interface → concrete subclasses must implement the logic

For example, in prune.L1Unstructured:

output

mask

Michela Paganini

https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#BasePruningMethod
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Easy to extend
supports 3 PRUNING_TYPEs: 
'global', 'structured',  
and 'unstructured' (to 
determine how to combine 
masks if pruning is applied 
iteratively)

instructions on how to 
compute the mask for the 
given tensor according to 
the logic of your pruning 
technique

Easy to use
model = LeNet()  # unpruned model 

# L_2 structured pruning will remove 50% of channels across axis 0 
prune.ln_structured( 
    module=model.conv1, 
    name="weight", 
    amount=0.5, 
    n=2, 
    dim=0 
)

Iterative pruning made easy

for _ in range(10): 
    # Remove 2 connections per iteration 
    prune.l1_unstructured(module=model.fc1, name="bias", amount=2)

prune.PruningContainer handles the combination of successive masks for you 

parameters_to_prune = ( 
    (model.conv1, "weight"), 
    (model.conv2, "weight"), 
    (model.fc1, "weight"), 
) 

prune.global_unstructured( 
    parameters_to_prune, 
    pruning_method=prune.L1Unstructured, 
    amount=0.2, 
)

Global pruning made easy

torch.nn.utils.prune

Facebook company Michela Paganini



GlobalPruning

torch.nn.utils.prune.global_unstructured(...)

layer 1 layer 2 layer 3

Michela Paganini



torch.nn.utils.prune

torch.nn.utils.prune is designed to act on a 
torch.nn.Module

provides an interface for acting directly on a tensor

33
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https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#BasePruningMethod
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torch.nn.utils.prune 
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Pruning for 
fundamental research
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Network capacity and over-parametrization

Belkin et al., 2018

Michela Paganini

Pruning for fundamental research



Capacity or complexity are hard to measure: 
- number of parameters? 
- complexity of function? 
- rank? 
- norm? 
- a function of the architecture and the optimization algorithm?

Michela Paganini

Pruning for fundamental research

Network capacity and over-parametrization



Related Work
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... and a lot more!

Pruning for fundamental research
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The lottery ticket 
hypothesis (LTH)

Frankle & Carbin, MIT [arXiv:1803.03635]

Michela Paganini

https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.03635
https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.03635


What does it say?

• Contrary to prior belief, there exists a subset of small, 
sparse networks that can be successfully trained from 
scratch despite their low number of parameters

accuracy = a0 accuracy ~ a0

Facebook company Michela Paganini

Frankle & Carbin, 2018 [arXiv:1803.03635]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.03635
https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.03635


What does it say?

• Lucky sub-networks can be found with iterative magnitude-
based pruning with weight rewinding to initialization

k = 0 in original formulation

Michela PaganiniFacebook company

Frankle & Carbin, 2018 [arXiv:1803.03635]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.03635
https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.03635


What does it say?

• Lucky sub-networks can be found with iterative magnitude-
based pruning with weight rewinding to initialization

See also: 

- Comparing Rewinding and Fine-tuning in Neural 
Network Pruning, Renda et al. arXiv:2003.02389 

- On Iterative Neural Network Pruning, Reinitialization, 
and the Similarity of Masks, Paganini and Forde 
arXiv:2001.05050

k = 0 in original formulation

Michela PaganiniFacebook company

Frankle & Carbin, 2018 [arXiv:1803.03635]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.02389
https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.05050
https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.02389
https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.05050
https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.03635
https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.03635
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Digging deeper into 
the LTH

Michela Paganini



Questions
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Do lottery tickets require 
magnitude based pruning?

How similar are lottery 
tickets from different 
pruning techniques?

How similar are lottery 
tickets from different 
datasets and optimizers?

Do lottery tickets transfer?

How do unpruned weights 
evolve?

What patterns emerge in 
the structure of unpruned 
pathways?

Can we combine lottery 
tickets to speed up their 
discovery?

Can we find lottery tickets at 
initialization? 

Michela PaganiniFacebook company
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On Iterative Neural Network Pruning, Reinitialization, and the Similarity of Masks, Paganini and Forde arXiv:2001.05050

Can all pruning techniques find winning tickets? 

Michela PaganiniFacebook company

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.05050
https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.05050
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On Iterative Neural Network Pruning, Reinitialization, and the Similarity of Masks, Paganini and Forde arXiv:2001.05050

Can all pruning techniques find winning tickets? 

Michela PaganiniFacebook company

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.05050
https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.05050
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On Iterative Neural Network Pruning, Reinitialization, and the Similarity of Masks, Paganini and Forde arXiv:2001.05050

Not exactly. Measure difference in terms of Jaccard distance:

Can all pruning techniques find winning tickets? 
Do different pruning techniques agree on what subnetwork is a winning 
ticket?

Michela PaganiniFacebook company

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.05050
https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.05050
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Observations
• lottery ticket-style weight rewinding, coupled with unstructured pruning, gives rise to connectivity 

patterns similar to structured pruning (~feature selection). Not true for finetuning.

LeNet conv1 weights

structured pruning + rewinding unstructured pruning + rewinding unstructured pruning + finetuning

On Iterative Neural Network Pruning, Reinitialization, and the Similarity of Masks, Paganini and Forde arXiv:2001.05050

Michela Paganini
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Observations
• lottery ticket-style weight rewinding, coupled with unstructured pruning, gives rise to connectivity 

patterns similar to structured pruning (~feature selection). Not true for finetuning.

LeNet conv1 weights

structured pruning + rewinding unstructured pruning + rewinding unstructured pruning + finetuning

AlexNet conv2 weights VGG11 conv2 weights

unstructured pruning + rewinding unstructured pruning + rewinding

On Iterative Neural Network Pruning, Reinitialization, and the Similarity of Masks, Paganini and Forde arXiv:2001.05050

Michela Paganini

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.05050
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One ticket to win them all: generalizing lottery ticket initializations across datasets and optimizers, Morcos, Yu, Paganini, Tian arXiv:1906.02773

Do lottery tickets found on a task transfer to another task? 
How similar are they?

Michela PaganiniFacebook company

https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.02773
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One ticket to win them all: generalizing lottery ticket initializations across datasets and optimizers, Morcos, Yu, Paganini, Tian arXiv:1906.02773

Do lottery tickets found on a task transfer to another task? 
How similar are they?

tl;dr Winning ticket initializations contain generic inductive biases which 
generalize to related, but distinct datasets and across optimizers 

1. "within the natural images domain, winning ticket 
initializations generalized across a variety of 
datasets" 

2. Complexity of dataset (number of examples, number 
of classes, ...) correlates positively with transferability 

3. "winning ticket initializations generalize across 
optimizers"

Michela PaganiniFacebook company

https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.02773
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Bespoke vs. Prêt-à-Porter Lottery Tickets: Exploiting Mask Similarity for Trainable Sub-Network Finding, Paganini and Forde arXiv:2007.04091

Do lottery tickets found on a task transfer to another task? 
How similar are they?

Michela PaganiniFacebook company

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.04091
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Bespoke vs. Prêt-à-Porter Lottery Tickets: Exploiting Mask Similarity for Trainable Sub-Network Finding, Paganini and Forde arXiv:2007.04091

Do lottery tickets found on a task transfer to another task? 
How similar are they?

Not identical. Measure difference in terms of Jaccard distance:

Michela PaganiniFacebook company

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.04091
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Bespoke vs. Prêt-à-Porter Lottery Tickets: Exploiting Mask Similarity for Trainable Sub-Network Finding, Paganini and Forde arXiv:2007.04091

Michela PaganiniFacebook company

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.04091
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.04091
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The intersection of lottery tickets is a lottery ticket

Bespoke vs. Prêt-à-Porter Lottery Tickets: Exploiting Mask Similarity for Trainable Sub-Network Finding, Paganini and Forde arXiv:2007.04091

Michela PaganiniFacebook company

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.04091
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The intersection of lottery tickets is a lottery ticket

Bespoke vs. Prêt-à-Porter Lottery Tickets: Exploiting Mask Similarity for Trainable Sub-Network Finding, Paganini and Forde arXiv:2007.04091

Michela PaganiniFacebook company
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The intersection of lottery tickets is a lottery ticket

Bespoke vs. Prêt-à-Porter Lottery Tickets: Exploiting Mask Similarity for Trainable Sub-Network Finding, Paganini and Forde arXiv:2007.04091

Michela PaganiniFacebook company
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Intersection lottery ticket at initialization

Intersection (or "pret-à-porter") lottery tickets contain weights that are 
not as extremely far from 0 at initialization as traditional (or "bespoke") 

lottery tickets

Michela Paganini

Bespoke vs. Prêt-à-Porter Lottery Tickets: Exploiting Mask Similarity for Trainable Sub-Network Finding, Paganini and Forde arXiv:2007.04091

Facebook company

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.04091
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.04091
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Early phases of training are messy but crucial

 

Papers from Frankle et al.

Relevant concepts: 

- Learning rate warm up 

- Late resetting 

- Phased of neural network training 

- Mode connectivity of SGD solutions

Michela PaganiniFacebook company
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The large learning rate phase of deep learning: the catapult mechanism, Lewkowycz et al. arXiv:2003.02218 

New insight into initial learning rate choice

Facebook company Michela Paganini

https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.02218
https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.02218
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05 What's next?
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The future of AI

efficient responsible

privateubiquitous

Michela Paganini



• Pruning @ init (SNIP, GRASP, SynFlow, and work in progress) 

• Interpretability (circuits, Captum, ...) 

• Connections with theory (over-parametrization, adaptive lr, 
hessian spectrum, ...) 

• Connections with other empirical work 
(intrinsic dimensions, random projections, ...) 

• Delivering on shared, widespread computational benefits of 
sparsity coupled with accessible hardware solutions  

• Responsible AI, sustainability, auditing engineering decisions 

• Applications to science, AR/VR, privacy, and more!

Michela Paganini

Future directions
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Thanks!
Questions? Contact me: mickypaganini@berkeley.edu

 ! WonderMicky

Michela Paganini

mailto:mickypaganini@berkeley.edu
mailto:mickypaganini@berkeley.edu
https://twitter.com/WonderMicky
https://twitter.com/WonderMicky
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Backup

Michela Paganini



PruningContainer

SomePruningMethod() AnotherPruningMethod()

PruningContainer()

[

masks[0]

compute_mask(t)

masks[1]

compute_mask(t[slice])

{cumulative_mask} {cumulative_mask}

]FinalPruningMethod()

masks[2]

compute_mask(t[slice][slice])

, ,

{cumulative_mask}



Network capacity and over-parametrization

test error = train error + generalization error

Wikipedia "Overfitting"
not the full story...

can be reduced to 0 if no degeneracy will it always grow as network size increases?

Belkin et al., 2018

"risk" = expected loss

Michela Paganini



Network capacity and over-parametrization

Optimizers like SGD converge to: 
- global min, if the function is convex 
- stationary point, if the function is non-convex non-smooth 
- good solutions, in practice 

Advantages of over-parametrization: 
• Many high quality local minima 
• Loss landscape can be designed (via {loss, architecture, regularization} pick) so that the 

optimizer finds good solutions 
• Global minimizer close to init ↔ weights have to move less ↔ easier optimization 
• Ability to learn information that generalizes  

Implicit regularization helps with generalization

Michela Paganini
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Teacher-student framework to understand deep ReLU nets

Nodes in over-parametrized student networks compete to explain teacher's nodes

Michela Paganini
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Diagrams show activation regions of different nodes j, i.e. regions of input space for which the node is firing: 

Ej ≡ {x : fj(x) > 0}

Lottery ticket-style rewinding Random reinitialization

Intuition:

See full paper for formal derivation of recursive layer-by-layer optimization via top-down modulation

Found that:

1. over-parametrization = more student nodes = higher probability of alignment

2. higher magnitude teacher weights attract more student weights and are aligned with faster

3. alignment between student and teacher happens in early layers first

4. student nodes that don't converge to teacher converge to 0

Before pruning

teacher

student

"why does over-parametrization matter and why is weight magnitude a good proxy for 
importance?"

Michela Paganini
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Linear Mode Connectivity and the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis,  Frankle et al. arXiv:1912.05671 

Facebook company

Early phases of training are messy but crucial

Frankle et al., 2020

Warmup, late resetting, iterative magnitude-based pruning, and more can be justified in terms of linear 
mode connectivity between different SGD solutions obtained with different seeds

Michela Paganini
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The Early Phase of Neural Network Training,  Frankle et al. arXiv:2002.10365 

Early phases of training are messy but crucial

Facebook company Michela Paganini

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.10365
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.10365


Network capacity and over-parametrization

What's the right picture?

Nakkiran et al., 2019 Belkin et al., 2018

Michela Paganini
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Prune Responsibly, Paganini

What really happens to a network when we prune it? 
How do even tiny performance losses affect individual examples?

Facebook company

Not all classes are identically 
affected by pruning

Not all groups and individuals are 
identically affected by pruning

Michela Paganini


